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Alan E. Langolf. Retirement and New Owner
After 47 years of design, engineering, and development in the
Automatic Screw Machine Tooling industry, I have decided to
retire at the end of this year. Twenty-seven years ago I started
the Langolf Company, Inc., of which I am very proud.
The Langolf Company has consistently brought to market
exceptional shave tool holders, quick-change form tool holders,
cut-off holders and recess attachments made from heat-treated
steel for rigidity that assures repeatability of tolerances for
every part. Designed so adjustments can be made easily, there is little to no disruption to
other parts already in place. This reduces operator set-up time, and in a world where even
the subtlest of stoppages can slow production, a Langolf tool is good for the bottom line.
Effective January 1st 2017, Mr. Thomas Easterday of Ann Arbor,
Michigan will become the new proud Owner and President of
The Langolf Company, LLC. Tom brings with him many years
experience on the engineering side of CNC machine control and
plans to continue in the tradition of The Langolf Company to
produce high-quality, precision designed, shave tool holders and
recess attachments, among other products.
During the transition, I will act in a consulting role to guarantee
that the same level of exceptional tooling and customer service
will continue to be associated with the Langolf name. As always,
please feel free to make a Langolf Tool Holder a part of your
company’s inventory. Tom looks forward to meeting with you to
discuss your tooling needs. In the meantime, continue to contact The Langolf Company,
Inc. as you always have for consultation or tooling orders. Phone (810) 364-4008, Fax (810)
364-4970 and Web www.langolfco.com.
I have enjoyed working with you all over the past 47 years, and I know you will be pleased
with the new owner.
Alan E. Langolf

